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ABSTRACT
The differences in responses of grade.6,oyS'and

girls to seledted items on a Standardized=test are_examined.- Data:are,
the responses of approximately- 36, children during 1978-79 to two
.test forms of the California Assessment Program's Survey of Basic
Skills: Grade .6 (SBS:6). Performance on specific arithietic ite=ms is
studied and involves the concepts of whole numbers, fractionS, and
dedimals.These skills are:tested both as simple computations and a
story problems. Of the sir.proSlems presented in this study, thre
showed sex differences in the tiatterns.Of responses; boys were mo e
likely:than-girls to answer...the-story problems correctly after
.glissing_computation items requiring the same skills.'From these two
forms, ihe indicationswere that girls are selecting the same
distradtOrs regardless of performance:on thecomputations In
dontrast, boys' respOnses seemed to depend upon success or failure op
the computations. Analysis of distractors does not explain why boyt
and girls differ in theirresponseS. However, `such analyses can-be
useful in identifying the areas in which the sexes differ. (RL)
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Many Tresea chers have founit sex difference

formance (Bdnbow,' ,51 Stanley, 1980; Hilton Eg-F7eBer
1

Jacklin, 1974; Backman 1972) . Most studies o
V

been concerned with total test performanceS

ex.

statistics regorted are mean number o

It apparent in several studies that mal

different areas' at secampl

s Problem
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ems correct for each

s and'femalesexcel in

Fenhema and Sherman

four schools. ..At

ys-ou tests of

on tests

(1978) report mean sores for boys and girls

the sixth grade, girls. generally scored bighe an-

math computation while boys obtained higher sc es than

of application and problem solving.

arshal4 (1981) also 'found evidence that boys and girls t the

sixth grade excel la solving different types of problems. Girls -Are

better-on items of computation, and bdys are more successful' on sto

problems. These. differences. Suggest that thersexes may be approaching
I ,

problem tol,ving' with dtffereat strategies; With one set of strategies

being more ar4106riate for certain preblmg and nether set being

suitable for o r.pibblems.

This paper.eXamines the differences' n responseao of sixth grade._ _ _

boys and girls to, selected_ items on a standardizedi, teat. Several

questions are of interest. Are thechildien approaching tile problems.

with identifiable Strategiei? 'Are filetrategies'similar? in parti7.

cular, are theTchildren erring in similar ways 'and. therefore choosin

the sate incorrect responses?
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. t
The ,unit--of comparison between the sexes not the number

items correct on -thetest: Rather, the interest,here is in the

s

pat-
.

,

selected.`terns responses trip. elected items. For
, .

example one can quetion
,

'given
---

Whether, 'gfven ceLtain.it7ms correct, he sexes re equally likely to

solve another-problem correctly: One can also question whether those

who err given other items "correct are selecting the-7-same wrong re-
, .

sponses.

_Data ource

The Aata reported here are the responses -of approximately, 6,000

dren to two test forms of the Survey o-Basic-Skills: Grade

Roughly-9,000 girls and 9,000 boys regpohddd to teach form-. The Survey

is a multiple - choice achieVement%test administered annually by the
-4

California Assessment Prograli of `the California Department of Educa-
,

/

..tion. The responses analyzed here were made in the academic year

197879.,7' =

.The Survey of,Basic Skills was designed to sample the achievement.

sixth Wade children in CaLifornia. Results are provided

school, school district, and state levels. There are sixteen, 0 -item

test farms; each contains items of reading, written expression, spell-
, P

ing, and mathematics -.

Performance on specific arithmetic items on two test forms is

studied in this paper. Thl items of interest involve the concept§ of

whole numbers, -fractions, and decimals. These -skills are tested both

as simple computations and as- story problems. For each test form, one

story problem and two related computations are examined.

Many resufts given, here-are simply percent correct or percent

ingot

ied,

cant,

eci for ech sex on each problem. yWith the large sample stud-

any differences in p °portion correct are statistically signifi-
.

Of greater interest is the magnitude ofthe difference.
= .

Item Analysis

The six items diseussed in this paper are giVen with their re,

spective response options inTable 1 Items 1-3 are taken from one

test form of .the Su of Basic Skids: Grade 6 and items. 4-6 are



taken Irom a aecond form: The probability of .success for bolv_ and

girls in solving-. each probleui is given in Table- )Uils are more

likely than boys to answer all four computations correctly. Boys are

more likely than girls to answer the two story problems correctly.

The probabilities4of Table 2 lend support to the suggestion that

boys and girls excel in different types of problem solving. At issue

now is the question of-whether girls and boys who err on these prob-
.'

lems Ao so in wags. That'is,.are they choosing, the same

incorrect responses? To investigate this issue the distributions of
y

incorrect responses for males and feMales oh each item were compared.
4

Computations

Item 1. Although most '14ren answer Item lcorrectly, roughly

one - thousand children answered. ncorrectly. 'Boys and girls do choose

different distractors. ' Boys are more likely than girls to seleCt

response (c) while_girla,are more likely to select-(b). These're

sponses -reflect -similar mistakes 'carrying', but the errors occur

in different column

These-r Tshave-'been .Lnfirmed_from data gathered in 1976-77

and 1977-V8. Responsesfrom approximately 18,000-children in eaCh

year to this item have, the same pattern: as that described above.

Girls and boys err in,differener-ways,-or at least, on different-parts

of the item. The differences-in respange on this item are puzzling.

he choice of distract may indicate that ..the'_ boys and girls are
=

somehow viewing, the problem in different walla.

It There re no differentes 14 males' -and females' revons-

es to the subtraction item. The predoMinant:incorrect choice for both-

Sexei,ia 'None of these' The second most popular: diStractOr is

option (b). 'This selection indicates incorrect,alignment of the parts

f the problem:. decimal positiois are ignd'red. Slightly more girls

this respoute (37 percent and' perc6nt respective-than .boys 'choose

1Y).

Item,-4. On this subtradtion problem, theA are indications

sex differences. .0f those children anwering incorrectly, both:sexes,

select 'response (c) most often. Holver, the second most popular,,,

response_ by boyi is- option (a) while girls select (b). Boysjare



ilmost 'eqUaliy divided; between responses (a) and answering_

percent:and,35 percent respectively. Girls clearly prefer-option

and then select (b), with 39 percent selecting the former and 32:

percent choosing the-latter ;Again, these results have been confirmed

of 1976-77 And 1977-78.

IteM 3. There-are no apparent j fferences in the sexes'

Response: is the most frequent Choice, andes --to Item.

respons--

approxi7

mately'45-percent of each sex select it.® 1 Option -(d) is the :next

Choice, with about 35 percent of each sex ch obing it.
ma

Unfortunately, the results for- Item 5 -m y not be as reliableas

they seem. Consider the response options giverifor this item in Table

1. ,Responsdk (c) refleCts addition; response indicates-division.

The correct response (b)-can ibe Obta ned.by either of the two remain--

ing primary operatiRs. That is,

4 x .4/5 = 4 4/5 =

The most chosen distractor corresponds to addit- and 4/5. It

is not unlikely that some children also subtiact om 4. Errors

_from this operationare not reflected in. the responses; indeed the

enswdr obtained in this erroneous manner coincides with the correct

Item -11ales and females .cespond_ to the first 'story problem

very similarly, The prebability of success is nearly identical-(..5188
/-for males and .5100 for females) Bot__

A
-

most frequently, with girls more likely

Sex select distracter (a)
0

than dys tp-choose it (48

percent.of all girls answering incdrrectly campa e'd,with 44 percent of

all, boys .answering incorrectly) Both sexes alto select distractor

(c) with high frequency. Roughly 34 percent of t boys and 30. perdent

of the girls choose it.

..itom 6. Responses to the second story proh suggest sex dif-.

ferences in problem solving. Females overwhelm_ 1:y select response

(a). Of all-possible choices, including the correct -option, 33 per-

cent of the.giris- select- (a) compared to'29percentselecting,(c) An

additional 24 p cent select (d). Of the Males, 37 percent answer

correctly, and about 25 percent Select (a) and (d) each



emIeserves, extencled .discussion because the distracter.

and (d)- reflect differentproblem solving strategies .

corresponds to the first-step/of the solution:

1/2 x 12 = 4,.

Respon e,(d) on the. other

chieve7the response is:

Step 1: 1/3 x

Step 2: 12 - 3 = 9 correct)

The arithmetic of the first step is wrong but, the'. leading to

".ioluticin'''9' is appropriate. The'choice of (a) suggests a misunde

'standing of the problem; a response' of (d) suggests arithmetic error.

hand, may indicate general undeStanding,

the -prObleM"...coupled-- with arithmetic -error. That one _Way- ti

Relationship Among the Items Within a Test Form

The i:temk- discussed in this.paper were selected .because they had

part#ular relationships. , Both of the campotationsona test form

requi =re skills used in solving the accompanying story problem. One

assumes- -that correct solution of the computation items will correlate

with saving of the story problem, because the story problem .requires

a similar computation. Table 3i. shows the probability of. success on the

story problems. given possible correct/incorrect :responses '.on the

companion computations.

Form 1

The' probability of a correct resporise.to the first story problem

(Item-3). is approximately thesome. for boys and girls (see Table 2)..

'It is-evident, from Table 3 that the _probability of success remains
N /

-similar for both sexes when either or both of the computations are

answered correctly. However, boys are much:more likely to answer the
4'

story. problem correctly-given incorrect responses to both computations

th-- are girls-. That is, it appears that mastery of the skills re-

quired by the computations

A
more important for the girls on'this

;item than_ tlhe boys.. If the girlscanopt solve the computationS,
A

.--theyi-vhave little chance.of solving the 4i.ietated, story problem. The

probability- of success-on the story problem- given successful answers

to both computadiOns is almost 2 ,1/2t2 es greater than the probabil--



:y Og.sUcc _-s givet incorrect responses to both. . For. the-boys, the

probability:of .success. on Item:3 4iven success on Items 1 and,2 is

aboutil 3/4 times as. large as the prdbability of Miccess on. Item and

lure on both.computations.

A possible, implication that the computational items are not

good measures of whether the boys-have mastered skills of ad tion

t'_d subtra tiot: One suspects. that the skills are mastered but that'
- et

- :: the boys are more careless in their arithmetiC. The.. rate of success

for who -miss both computations is substantially lower than that

for boys. It appears that girls who

because the have not

mastered the recNisite skills, 'they

problem requiring the same proficienty.

err on the computations do so

mastered the -needed skills., If they have not

cannot becsuccessfUl. o he story.

Form 2

The rela_ onship between computations and story problem on,the

second form differs from that observed on the first; The probability,

f -success on the story problem for males is .3682 aid for females is

.2935-. It is evident from Table 3 that success on both computations

is more indicative.of success on the story problem for males than for

females.

Compare each s_*!s probability of success on em-6 given success

on 'tett 4 and 5 with that given failure on, .the same items. As on

Form 1, the probability fOr bOys,is approximately 1 3/4 times greater

if the computations are answered correctly than if the items are

missed, For girls, the probability is only 1 times larger.

Recall that on the first test form, answering the computations COL.-
)

rectry resulted. in a probability for the girls that was 2 1/2 larger

than that obtained When the corputatiotis were answered incorrectly,

One, infers that e computational skills play a more dominatt'role for

girls on the fir-_ test form than on thesecond.

Item 6 poses some obstacle to girls, tat reduces the importance

of computation. skills. One might suggest that girls do not like

baseball cards and that the masculine content of the item affeCts

Other items on the Survey have more femininegirls' problem solving.

content recipe conversions in baking) but the differences is.

solving story problems remain. On items that cannot. be solvsed,by a



single simple

girls.

arithmetic steP,- boys Are more likely to succeed, than

Discussion

Of the sii,problems presented here, three show sex differences in

Choice of diStraCtors.' .There are also differences in the patterns of

responses; boysare more likely'than girls to answer the ,story prob- I

lems correctly after missing compuation items-requiring the same

skills.

Further differences in. responses can be seen in a comparison of

boys' and girls' answers to the story probleds under the various

conditions of Table 3. -When both computations .Vre answered correctly,

-boys who err on Item'3'select response c) most often. Girls select

(4). In all other situations, boys and girls both select (a) most'.

Often.

On.the,second test form, boys who miss both computations Are more

likely.toimiss Item 6J)Y'selecting ( Girls select7(s). Boys inIr
the other! situations select (a) more __ ntharL (c), as do girls.

From 'these, two forms, the indicati ns are that girls are select-
1ing the same diStraetors regardless of perforMance. on the computa-

tions." In contrast, boys', responses seed to depend upon success on

failure onithe Computations.

oAnalysis -f distractors does not explain why boys And girls'

differ in their responses.However such analyses do provide evidence

that girls and boys are approaching problems.in different ways and can

be useful in id 'lying the areas in which the sexes differ. Once

these .areas'': are identified, other =methods ij investigation, such as

protcol analysis and personal interview, may yield details about

cognitive differences in problem solving strategies
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Table 1.

Itms and Response OptionS---

Its 1:

Test- Form

744
+578

(a) 1,212

(b) 1,222
(c) 1,312

* (d) ..1 ;322

8nbstrntt 7648from 462.5

(a) .:539,33

(b) 454.85

(c) 386.73
(d) 1 385.73
(;) None of these-

Item Mrs. Jones has $158-62. makds purthases
of $5.25 , $49.88,` and $10.35 . She earns
$51.64.. How much does she have now?

(a) $172.46
(b) $144.78
(e) $4A,50

(d) $13.84



4003
- 209

('3) 4,744
(b) 3,894
(C) 3,804
(d) 3,794-

4/5=

(a) 1 3/5
(b ) . 3 1/5

4 4/5
:(d) 5

.

John has 12 baseball car s.. giyes 1/3 of
ehem to Ji0. How many does John have .

Test items are reproduced here throu 11. the lArmission the
,California Assessment Program, £a1.£ornia Depar tment-of Ed4cation.

Asterisks indicate col espo



Forth 1_

Form 2

Table _

Probabi_ ties of Correct:Response.'
tp-Racti ed for Boys:And Girls*

Sex

122R: GIrIs

:Item 1 9054 312_

tem 2 -A989'
.

Item- .5188 .5100

Item 4 .7830 .8101
, -

Item 5 .4661 U .5068

Item 6- .3682 .2935

and 5 are c putations. I ,:a_d 6 are story



Table

_
Probab4ity of Soliv*ng Story Problems Correctly-

Given Sucessful/UnsucC6sstul Solving of- Computations

Item
Boys Girls

prat success / cdrrect,on Item 1

prob

and correct on Item .2

sucCess / correct on,Iteml

.652 ,.644

and incorrect on Item` 2) .449 .441

_Oro') Success / incorrect on Item
and correct on Item 2) ,505 :.492

prob (success incorrect on Item 1

and incorrect on Item 2) .348 .261

I

-prob(success correct on Item 4
and correct on Item 5) .454

prob. (success / correct on Item 4
and incorrect on Item 5) .320 -269

.prob (success incorrect on Item 4
and correct on Item 5),. .369 .264

prob (success,/ incorrect on item4-
and incorrect on Item 5) .262 .247


